
Farewell, Ramadan
By Dr Teresa Lesher

Although the hardship of Ramadan is about
to end and festivities of Eid are about to
begin, there wi l l  be sadness in every

devout Muslim’s heart that Ramadan has passed.
Barely having had their last breakfast at sunset,
they will immediately start looking forward to the
next Ramadan and counting the months and
weeks until it comes again.  They will begin to
greet one another with the phrase  “Aasakom min
awadah” which means, “May you repeat it .”

Some people may tilt their head in confusion and
wonder why would anyone look forward to a
month of daily 16-hour fasts in 45 degree tem-
peratures?  What is so special about Ramadan?  

First of all, Ramadan is an opportunity to
express your devotion to Allah.  Everything on
the earth was created for us, according to many
verses in the Quran (eg, 2:29).  Many use their
time and the earth’s resources to satisfy them-
selves through acquiring things, entertaining
themselves and seeking sensual pleasures. Doing
so is not necessarily forbidden but it shouldn’t be
the goal of one’s life.  So why were we created?
Allah gave us life and He hopes that we will vol-
untarily give it back to him through worship and
submission to His will. Almost everything we do in
life has some sort of return for us, even if it is
done purely for Allah’s sake. For example, when
we give charity, others benefit and we feel their
happiness too. But fasting in Ramadan is a chance
to show our devotion to our Lord, because
nobody benefits from the fast. Nobody even
knows if you are fasting, so this expression of
faith is purely for Allah. 

Another reason many people are sad to bid
Ramadan farewell is because the atmosphere of
intensified worship and charity will pass, and
mundane duties and distractions will creep back
into our lives. We will miss Ramadan for the
brotherhood and sisterhood that is so apparent
as Muslims join together in one great project,
which is fasting for a month while striving to
accomplish the most good and expressing our
gratitude and reliance through frequent prayer

and supplication. Everyone will miss this immense
opportunity to draw closer to Allah.  

I will miss Ramadan and all the lessons it
teaches me. I have learned so much about myself
- about how my body can adjust to extreme cir-
cumstances, and about how dedicated I can be
when I am striving to accomplish something
important. I will miss the feeling of lightness
when my stomach is empty and my head is clear -
when I am naturally drawn to thoughts of God
and His abundant blessings. I will miss the joy of
breaking fast, and the camaraderie of fellow
fasters who gathered for the meal. I will miss the
extra attention to the Quran, and joining other
worshippers in the night to pray. The moments of
Ramadan have slipped away quickly, and the
opportunity to demonstrate such devotion in soli-
darity with all Muslims worldwide has passed.

Farewell, Ramadan, we will miss you. As we
start counting the days until your return, stay in
our memories and inspire us to carry on with our
worship through fasting, reading Quran and pray-
ing late at night. Be with us, Ramadan, throughout
the coming year.

- Courtesy of TIES: TIES is among the proj-
ects funded and managed by Kuwaiti Society for
Cultural Dialogue. TIES aims at empowering
Kuwait’s expats through social and educational
services that promote a positive and productive
role in society, and to facilitate opportunities for
intra- and interfaith interactions that promote
social solidarity. For more information, please call
25231015/6 or 94079426 or e-mail:  info@ties-
center.net. 
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News in brief
Minor earthquake detected in Kuwait

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Earthquake
Monitoring Network recorded yesterday an
earthquake measuring 3.0 on the Richter scale
in southwest Kuwait. The earthquake occurred
at 10:12am at a depth of 8 kilometers.

Technical problem halts output 

KUWAIT: The Kuwait National Petroleum
Company announced Tuesday suspending pro-
duction at some units of the Mina Al-Abdullah
refinery due to the stoppage of steam generat-
ing units. The company teams are racing
against the time to resume operation at these
units and restore the full capacity of the refin-
ery as soon as possible, the company’s deputy
CEO for administrative and commercial affairs
and official spokesman Ahed Al-Khurayif said.
He, however, noted that the exportation opera-
tions are undergoing as planned and had not
been affected by the emergency suspension of
production of these units.

Kuwaiti oil price down
KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil went
down by $1.21 to $66.92 per barrel Tuesday
as oppose to $68.13 pb the day before, said
the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC)
yesterday. The prices of the Brent crude and
West Texas Intermediate, globally, went up
with the first going up by 23 cents to $68.55
per barrel, while the latter went up by 36
cents to $65.28 pb.

Kuwait Heritage

KUWAIT: The desert, the overcast skies, the open air, the bounty, the man and the traditional clothes. They all make a wonderful view of what the Bedouin
life looked like. (Source: A collection of commemorative printed images by the Ministry of Information. Prepared by Mahmoud Zakaria Abu Alella, heritage
researcher at the Ministry of Information)

Christians 
and Muslims:
Witnesses of hope
Dear Muslim brothers and sisters,

We at the Pontifical Council for Interreligious
Dialogue are glad to offer you our fraternal
good wishes for a month rich in divine

blessings and spiritual advancement. Fasting, along
with prayer, almsgiving and other pious practices,
brings us closer to God our Creator and to all those
with whom we live and work, and helps us to continue
walking together on the path of fraternity.

During these long months of suffering, anguish
and sorrow, especially during the lockdown periods,
we sensed our need for divine assistance, but also for
expressions and gestures of fraternal solidarity: a
telephone call, a message of support and comfort, a
prayer, help in buying medicines or food, advice, and
to put it simply, the security of knowing that some-
one is always there for us in times of necessity. 

The divine assistance that we need and seek,
especially in circumstances like those of the current
pandemic, is manifold: God’s mercy, pardon, provi-
dence and other spiritual and material gifts. Yet, what
we need most in these times, is hope. At this time,
then, we think it fitting to share with you some
reflections on this virtue.

As we are aware, hope, while certainly includes
optimism, goes beyond it. While optimism is a human
attitude, hope has its basis in something religious:
God loves us, and therefore cares for us through his
providence. He does this in his own mysterious ways,
which are not always comprehensible to us. In these
situations, we are like children who are certain of the
loving care of their parents, but are not yet able to
comprehend its full extent.

Hope arises from our belief that all our prob-
lems and trials have a meaning, a value and a pur-
pose, however difficult or impossible it may be for
us to understand the reason for them or to find a
way out of them.

Hope also carries with it belief in the goodness
present in the heart of every person. Many times,

in situations of difficulty and despair, help, and the
hope it brings, can come from those whom we
least expect.

Human fraternity, in its numerous manifestations,
thus becomes a source of hope for all, especially for
those in any kind of need. Thanks be to God our
Creator, and to our fellow men and women, for the
quick response and generous solidarity shown by
believers and also persons of good will with no reli-
gious affiliation in times of disaster, whether natural
or man-made, like conflicts and wars. All these per-
sons and their goodness remind us believers that the
spirit of fraternity is universal, and that it transcends,
all boundaries: ethnic, religious, social and economic.
In adopting this spirit, we imitate God, who looks
benevolently upon the humanity He created, upon all
other creatures and upon the entire universe. This is
why the growing care and concern for the planet, our
“common home”, is, according to Pope Francis, yet
another sign of hope.

We are also aware that hope has its enemies: lack
of faith in God’s love and care; loss of trust in our
brothers and sisters; pessimism; despair and its
opposite, unfounded presumption; unfair generaliza-
tions based on one’s own negative experiences, and
so forth. These harmful thoughts, attitudes and reac-
tions must be effectively countered, so as to
strengthen hope in God and trust in all our brothers
and sisters.

In his recent Encyclical Letter Fratelli tutti, Pope
Francis speaks frequently of hope. There he tells us: “I
invite everyone to renewed hope, ‘for hope speaks to
us of something deeply rooted in every human heart,
independently of our circumstances and historical
conditioning. Hope speaks to us of a thirst, and aspi-
ration, a longing for a life of fulfillment, a desire to
achieve great things, things that fill our heart and lift
our spirit to lofty realities like truth, goodness and
beauty, justice and love...and it can open us up to
grand ideals that make life more beautiful and worth-
while’ (cf. Gaudium et spes, 1). Let us continue, then,
to advance along the paths of hope” (No. 55).

We, Christians and Muslims, are called to be bear-
ers of hope, for the present life and for the life to
come, and to be witnesses, restorers and builders of
this hope, especially for those experiencing difficul-
ties and despair. As a sign of our spiritual fraternity,
we assure you of our prayer, and we send best wish-
es for a peaceful and fruitful Ramadan, and for a joy-
ful Eid Al-Fitr.


